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A Note on Kernels of Intersecting Families 
Y. KOHAYAKAWA 
Let us write n,(r) for the minimal integer n such that any t-wise intersecting r-graph ;]i has a 
kernel of cardinality at most n; that is, there is an n-subset K of the vertices of ;]i with the 
property that for any Fj, ... , F, E;]i, we have that FI n ... n F, n K "* 0. We prove a lower 
bound for n,(r) which shows that liminfr n,(r)lIr""(t/(t-l»"('-I»el/('-I), improving a 
previous bound of 3113('-1) due to Alon and Fiiredi. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We start by recalling some definitions. Given a set X and integers t ~ 2 and I ~ 1, a 
set system fF c @l(X) is said to be t-wise I-intersecting if any t of its members, 
Ei, ... , F, say, meet in at least I elements, that is IFI n· .. n F,I ~ l. For at-wise 
I-intersecting set system fF c @l(X), a set K c X is a kernel of fF if any t members of fF 
meet in at least I vertices in K, i.e. lEi n ... n F, n KI ~ I for all Fl1 ... , F, E fF. Finally, 
we sometimes say that a set system is of rank r if its largest members (in cardinality) 
have r vertices. 
Let us write n(r, t, I) for the minimal integer n such that any t-wise I-intersecting set 
system of rank at most r has a kernel of cardinality at most n. A priori, it is not clear 
that n(r, t, I) is finite for all r, t and I; however, this does turn out be the case. The 
current best bounds for n(r, t, l) are due to Alon and Fiiredi [1], who proved that 
(1/3) . 3(r-l)/3(/-l).:;; n(r, t, I) .:;; r(r -I + 1 + l(r -I)/(t - I)J) 
l(r -I)/(t - I)J 
( 
tl ) l(r-l)/(/-l)J 
':;;r ---"7 (t _ly-l 
< r(et)(r-l)/(/-l). (1) 
They showed that the upper bound follows from a result of Fiiredi [7] on set-pair 
systems, and they gave an explicit construction for the lower bound. Note that there is 
a large gap between the upper and lower bounds in (1): their quotient is an exponential 
function of r. 
In this note, we shall restrict ourselves to the basic case of t-wise intersecting 
systems; that is, we shall always have 1=1. For the sake of convenience, we shall write 
nl(r) for n(r, t, 1). In this case, the inequalities in (1) imply that 
t 3113(/-1).:;; lim inf nl(r)l/r.:;; lim sup nl(r)l/r.:;; --. t1/(/-l). 
r r t-l (2) 
Our main aim in this note is to improve the lower bound in (1) to the point of 
narrowing the gap in (2): our main result implies that lim infr nl(r)l/r ~ (t/(t-
l)y/(/-l) > e1/(/-l). (see Corollaries 8 and 9). However, it must be said that our result is 
simply a first step towards establishing a conjecture of Alon and Fiiredi [1] that, in fact, 
nl(r)lIr tends to a limit as r~ 00. 
The study of kernels of set systems goes back to Calczynska-Karlowicz [2], who 
showed that n2(r) = n(r, 2, 1) is finite for every r. Ehrenfeucht and Mycielski [3] found 
an explicit upper bound for n2(r) which was later improved by Erdos and Lovasz [4], 
who also gave an explicit construction proving an exponential lower bound for it. Tuza 
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[11] has determined n2(r) up to a multiplicative constant, obtaining the following 
bounds: 
2r _ 4 + 2(2r -24) ~ n2(r) ~ (2r - 1) + (2r - 4). 
r- r-l r-2 (3) 
Thus, the case t = 2 is now well understood. Since the use of kernels is useful in many 
cases when dealing with extremal problems concerning t-wise intersecting set systems, 
the fact that nCr, t, I) is finite has been independently discovered by several people; 
Frankl in [5] (in an implicit form), Kahn and Seymour [8], and Frankl and Fiiredi [6]. 
However, in contrast to the case where t = 2, our knowledge of the growth of nt(r) for 
t ;:. 3 is rather poor; this sorry state of affairs is best illustrated by the aforementioned 
conjecture. 
Our improvement of the lower bound in (1) is achieved by a probabilistic method. In 
Section 2 we present some preliminary remarks that tell us how to construct systems 
the kernels of which are all large, once we know that there exist large collections of 
t-tuples of r-sets satisfying a certain intersection condition; it is in approaching this 
latter existence problem that probabilistic techniques are used. After some prepara-
tion, the proof of our main result (Theorem 7) is given in Section 3. In the final 
section, we make some remarks on Alon and Fiiredi's conjecture mentioned above; in 
particular, we give a related result (Theorem 10), which seems to show that the upper 
bound in (2) is unlikely to be sharp. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
As the construction of Erdos and Lovasz [4] mentioned in the introduction gives us a 
hint on how we may proceed to prove lower bounds for nt(r) for arbitrary t;:. 3, we 
shall first give a brief description of it here. Let r;:' 1 and m = (Z; ~ l)/2. We shall 
construct a (pairwise) intersecting r-graph fJ' the kernel of which-unique in this 
case-has cardinality 2r - 2 + m, thus proving that n2(r);:' 2r - 2 + m. Let X be a 
(2r - 2)-set and V = {VI> ... , vrn} an m-set disjoint from it. Let {Ai: i = 1, ... , m} 
be a collection of (r - 1 )-subsets of X that does not contain a pair of complementary 
sets. We set 
.:4 = {(Ai' X\Ai): i = 1, ... , m}. 
Our fJ' c: £iJ>(X U V) is then defined as follows: fJ' = {F;j: i = 1, ... ,m and j = 1, 2}, 
where 
if j = 1 
if j = 2, 
for all i = 1, ... , m and j = 1, 2. It can be easily checked that fJ' is indeed pairwise 
intersecting and that it has a unique kernel, namely V U X. 
The key point in the construction of fJ' above is the idea of using .:4, a large 
collection of pairs of disjoint (r - I)-sets satisfying the condition that any two entries of 
distinct pairs have non-empty intersection. (Such collections are sometimes called 
'intersecting set-pair systems'.) Once we have .:4, it is obvious how we should extend 
the (r - I)-sets in it to construct fJ'. In this section, we show how a straightforward 
generalisation of intersecting set-pair systems can be used to give lower bounds for 
nt(r) for all t;:. 3. 
Let t;:. 2 and .:4 = {(Au, ... ,Ait): i = 1, ... , m} be a collection of t-tuples of sets. 
We say that .:4 is an intersecting t-tuple system if, for every 1 ~ i1> ... , it ~ m, 
(4) 
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Furthermore, we call d an inlersecting (r, I)-system if we also have that the Ai; are all 
r-sets. Let mt(r) be the supremum of the cardinalities of intersecting (r, t)-systems. The 
following is the reason why we are interested in intersecting (r, t)-systems. 
LEMMA 1. 
PROOF. Let d={(Ail , ... ,Ail): l:S:;i:s:;m} be an intersecting (r-t, I)-system. In 
order to prove the lemma, it suffices to construct a t-wise intersecting r-graph, all 
kernels of which have cardinality at least m. Let U be a t-set and V an m-set, both 
disjoint from Ui,;Ai; and also disjoint from each other; write U = {u., ... , ut} and 
V = {v., ... , vm }. Define ~ = {F;;: 1 :s:; i:s:; m, 1 :s:; j:s:; t} by setting, for all i and j, 
F;; = Ai; U {Uk: l:s:;k :S:;I, k"*j} U {Vi}' 
We claim that this r-graph ~ is t-wise intersecting and that every kernel of it has 
cardinality at least m. 
Let us first check that ~ is I-wise intersecting. Suppose G., ... , Gt are t members of 
~. If there is a j such that Gk E {F;;: 1:s:; i:s:; m} for no k , then u; E nk Gk "* 0. If no 
such j exists, then we may and shall assume that Gk = F;.k for all k for some 
1 :s:; iI , .. . , it:S:; m. Thus nk Gk ::> ~ A ikk , the latter intersection being either non-
empty, in which case the Gk meet, or empty, in which case il = .. . = it by condition (4) 
and nk Gk = {Vi,} "* 0; this shows that ;g; is indeed t-wise intersecting. 
Let now K be a kernel of ~. Then V must be contained in K, since nk F;k = {Vi} for 
i = 1, . .. , m. Thus IKI ~ IVI = m. 0 
By Lemma 1, it remains to be proved that large intersecting (r, t)-systems do exist; 
this is our task from now on. In order to prove lower bounds for mt(r), we shall restrict 
our attention to a smaller class of intersecting (r, I)-systems; namely, the systems 
d = {(Ai" ... ,Ail): i = 1, ... , m} with lUi,; Ai;1 as small as possible. More precisely, 
we shall only deal with systems with Ui,; Ai; = {1, ... , n}, where n = st for some 
integer s ~ 1 and r = S(I - 1). As usual , write [k] for {I, ... ,k} and [k)(l) for the set of 
I-subsets of [k] , O:s:;/:s:;k. For a set A c [n], we denote its complement [n]\A by A C• 
From the assumption that our system d above satisfies Ui,;Ai; c [n), condition (4) is 
equivalent to both 
(4') 
and 
Ai,l> ... , Ai,t are pairwise disjoint ~ i. = ... = it. (4") 
Conditions (4') and (4") are simpler to deal with than (4) in general, and thus it is going 
to be more convenient for us to consider t-equipartition systems on [st]; that is, families 
~ = {(Bi., . .. , Bit): i = 1, .. . , m} such that Bi; E [Sl](s) for every 1:s:; i:s:; m, l:S:;j:S:; I, 
and, for all 1 :s:; i. , . .. , it :s:; m, 
Bi,. U ... U Bi,t = [Sl] ~ i. = ... = it. (5) 
In particular, if ~ = {(Bil' ... , Bit): i = 1, ... ,m} is a t-equipartition system on 
[n] = [st], then d = {(Bi .. ... , Bft): i = 1, ... ,m} is an intersecting (s(t -1), t)-
system. Define m~q(s) to be the maximal cardinality of t-equipartition systems on [st]. 
Let us record the following trivial consequence of the discussion above as a lemma: 
LEMMA 2. For all s ~ 1 and t ~ 2, we have mt(s(1 - 1» ~ m~q(s). 
We shall determine lower bounds for m~q(s) in the next section. 
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3. LARGE t-EQUIPARTITION SYSTEMS 
Let us introduce some notation. Let 2 ~ k ~ n and suppose that U = (Ui)~ is a vector 
of non-negative integers with ~i Ui ~ n. Regard X = [n ](U\) x ... x [n ](Uk) as a probabil-
ity space by equipping it with the normalised counting measure, denoted IJl> = IJl>x. 
Write Pu for the probability that, by randomly choosing an element (Bi)~ from X, we 
obtain a k-tuple of pairwise disjoint sets; that is, 
Pu=IJl>(B;nBj=0, 1~i<j~k). 
We shall need the following simple technical lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let 2 ~ k ~ n, and let U = (Ui)~' V = (Vi)~ be vectors of positive integers 
satisfying ~i Ui = ~i Vi ~ n, Ut ~ ••• ~ Uk' V t ~ ••• ~ Vk' and Ui ~ Vi for 1 ~ i ~ k - 1. 
Then Pu;;:'::Pv • 
PROOF. We shall use induction on k. For k = 2, we compute the probabilities 
explicitly. Let U = (uv U2) and v = (vv V2) be non-decreasing non-negative integer 
vectors with Ut ~ Vt and Ut + U2 = Vt + V2 ~ n. Then, since U2;;:':: V2 and Ut ~ V2, 
where (a)b = a(a -1) ... (a - b + 1) as usual. 
We now turn to the induction step. Suppose that k;;:,:: 3 and that our inequality holds 
for smaller values of k. Let U = (Ui)~ and v = (Vi)~ as above be given, and let us first 
consider the case in which there is a j such that uj = Vj. We claim that then Pu;;:':: Pv • 
Indeed, if we write (O;)~ for an element of Xu = [n ](U\) x ... x [n ](Uk) and (Vi)~ for an 
element of Xv = [n](V\) x ... x [n](Vk), then 
Pu = IJl>xu(the Ui' 1 ~ i ~ k, are pairwise disjoint) 
= IJl>xu( ~n ~ Ui = 0 and the Ui' 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j, are pairwise diSjOint) 
= IJl>xu(the 0;, 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j, are pairwise disjoint) 
x IJl> x
u
( ~ n ~ Ui = 01 the Ui' 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j, are pairwis~ diSjOint) 
= IJl>xu(the 0;, 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j are pairwise disjoint) 
x IJl>xv( Vi n ~ V; = 01 the V;, 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j, are pairwise diSjOint) 
;;:,:: IJl>xv(the V;, 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j, are pairwise disjoint) 
x IJl>xu( Vi n ~ V; = 01 the V;, 1 ~ i ~ k, i =1= j,are pairwise diSjOint) 
where the inequality follows from the induction hypothesis. 
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Now, for arbitrary u and v, we distinguish two cases according to whether or not 
UI = VI' If we do have such an equality, our claim applies, giving Pu ~ Pv ' If, on the 
other hand, UI < VI then let us define v' = (v;)t by 
{
u ifi=1 
v; = v: + VI - U I if i = k 
Vi otherwise. 
Then both pairs U and v', and v' and v coincide in a co-ordinate; indeed, UI = v~ by 
definition and v~ = V2, since k ~ 3. Our claim implies that Pu ~ Pv ' ~ Pv and this 
completes the proof. 0 
Roughly speaking, Lemma 3 will enable us to compute how unlikely it is that we 
successfully obtain a t-equipartition system when choosing its elements randomly. Let 
us introduce some further notation. For s ~ 1 and t ~ 2, we write n = st, define Y = ¥S" 
to be the set of t-equipartitions of [n] = [st], 
Y = {(Bj)~ E [n ](s) X ••• X [n ](s): Bj n Bj = 0 for all 1:!iii; i < j:!iii; k}, 
and set N=Ns,,=IYI=(~)"·G). A family G={(Bi1, ... ,Bj,)EY:1~i:!iii;k} of 
t-equipartitions of [st] is said to be consistent if (5) holds and inconsistent otherwise. 
Moreover, an inconsistent family is said to be minimally inconsistent if all its proper 
subfamilies are consistent. Let us define for each 2:!iii; k ~ t a k-graph cg<k) = <ds~l c: y(k) 
on Y by taking as its edges the minimally inconsistent k-subsets of Y. Clearly, m~q(s) is 
the maximal cardinality of an independent set of W = Ws " = U~=2 <{j<k). It is intuitively 
clear that the cg<k) are sparse; we make this remark precise in our next two results and 
then proceed to establish a lower bound for m~q(s). Let us write dk for the density of 
cg<k); that is, dk = ds",k = lcg<k)l/(zr). 
LEMMA 4. Let 2:!iii; k:!iii; t and E > 0 be given. Let us write U = (Ui)t for the integer 
vector (s, ... ,s, (t - k + 1)s) and C"k for the number of surjections [t]- [k]. Then for 
s ~ so(t, E) we have 
PROOF. Suppose we randomly pick BI> ... , Bk from Y = ¥S,t> the elements of Y 
being equiprobable and the choices independent. Let us bound from above the 
probability that the Bi are minimally inconsistent. Write Bi = (B jj )j=l, i = 1, ... , k. Fix 
an arbitrary map cp:j E [t] ~ij E [k]; write Vj for s Icp-l(i)1 and set v = (Vj)~' Note that 
then 
(6) 
which is, by Lemma 3, at most Pu provided that cp is a surjection. Furthermore, note 
that if the B j , i = 1, ... ,k, are minimally inconsistent, then there is a surjection 
j E [t]~ij E [k] such that 
Hence, the probability that the Bi , i = 1, ... , k, are minimally inconsistent is at most 
C"kPu, and therefore the number of minimally inconsistent k-tuples is at most 
C',kPuNk. Since a minimally inconsistent k-set corresponds to k! minimally inconsistent 
k-tuples, it follows that the number of minimally inconsistent k-subsets of Y is at most 
C"kPuNklk! and for large enough s this is smaller than (1 + E)C"kPu(zr). 0 
The probability Pu in the above result is easily seen to be 
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Considering t and k to be fixed and letting s tend to infinity, we can rewrite the 
inequality in our lemma above as 
( k - 1)S) (S)(ts)-(k-l) dk ~ (1 + 0(1»Ct,k s . " s s ' (7) 
where the little 0 notation is with respect to s. Also, it is going to be convenient for us 
to have a lower bound of the same form for dt when t ~ 3. Our next lemma implies, in 
particular, that for fixed t ~ 3 and s - 00 we have 
( t - 1)S) (S)(ts)-(t-l) dt ~ (1- 0(1» s . .. s s . (8) 
LEMMA 5. Let t ~ 3, t ~ k ~ 2 and s ~ 1 be given. Let us write u = (Ui)~ for the 
integer vector (s, ... ,s, (t - k + 1)s). Then 
PROOF. As in the proof of Lemma 4, let us choose Bv ... , Bk at random from 
y = ¥S,,, the elements of Y being equiprobable and the choices independent. Write 
Bi = (Bij)j=l> i = 1, ... ,k. We bound from below the probability that the Bi are 
minimally inconsistent. Let us start with the case k = 2. Then, as trivially every 
inconsistent pair is minimally inconsistent, 
iP'(Bv B2 are minimally inconsistent) = iP'(Bv B2 are inconsistent) 
~ iP'(Bn U B22 U ... U B2t = [st]) 
(9) 
Let us now assume that k ~ 3. Define ij = min{j, k}, 1 ~j ~ t. For an event A c yk, 
write iP'C(A) for the conditional probability P(A I Uj Bijj = [st]). Note that 
P«Bi)~ is minimally inconsistent) 
However, 
~ iP'( Y Bijj = [st] and (Bi)i,#j is consistent for all j) 
= iP'C«Bi)i,#j is consistent for all j)iP'( Y Bijj = [st]) 
= (1- iP'C«Bi)i,#j is inconsistent for some j»Pu • 
iP'C«Bi)i,#j is inconsistent for some j) ~ k max PC«Bi)i,#j is inconsistent) 
j 
and for all j 
since k ~ 3. Thus 
iP'«B;)} is minimally inconsistent) ~ (1- k(k - 1Y(~) -l)pu. (10) 
The bounds given by (9) and (10) provide us with the lower bound for dk • Indeed, if 
k = 2 then 1'd-2)1 ~ (PuN 2 - N)/2 = (1-1/NPu)PuN 2/2 ~ (1- (~)-l)Pu(~), since t ~ 3. 
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If k;;E!: 3 then, noting that a minimally inconsistent k-tuple has no repeated entries, we 
have 
l~k)l;;E!: :! (1- k(k - 1)'(~) -)PuNk 
;;E!: (1- k(k -1)'(~) -)Pu(Z). D 
We are now ready to establish our lower bound for m~q(s). Our aim is to prove that 
the set system Cfj = U ~k) contains a large independent set. Our proof uses the 
standard technique of randomly picking some vertices of Cfj and then finding an 
independent set within that chosen subset of the vertices by deleting a vertex-cover of 
the induced edges. 
THEOREM 6. Given t;;E!: 2 and E > 0, if s ;;E!: so(t, E) then 
m~(s);;E!: (1- E)(1-1/t)t- 1/(I-l)( (t ~ l)S) ... C)) -lI(t-l\~). 
In particular, lim infs m~q(s )1/. ;;E!: (t(t - 1»' > e. 
PROOF. We wish to find a large independent set in Cfj = Cfjs. ~ = U~=2 ~k). For a set 
system .re on Yand V c Y, write .re[V] for {H e.re: He V}; that is, the set system 
induced by V in .re. Let us select at random a subset V of Y = Ys.I by setting, for all 
yeY, 
1 (t - l)!)I/(I-l) 
P = I?(y e V) = - . 
N d, 
Once V is chosen, let us delete from it at least one element from each edge of ri[V]. 
This gives us an independent set W c V of Cfj of cardinality 
I 
IWI;;E!: IVI- L l~k)[v]I. (11) 
k=2 
We shall keep t fixed and let s tend to infinity; the little 0 notation below is again with 
respect to s. Let us first note that 
IE(I ~k)[V]I) = pk I ~k)1 
=pkdk(Z) 
(t - l)!kl(l-l) dk ~ -'----"--k! d~/(I-l) 
(t - 1),kl(I-1)(ts) ~ (1 + o(l»C
'
.k k; s 
x (((t ~ l)S) ... (~) rkl(l-l) (((k ~ l)S) ... C) Y-kl(t-1), (12) 
where we have used both (7) and (8). Furthermore, by (7) we also have that 
1E(I~t)[V]I) = pt l~t)1 
;;E!: (1- 0(1»! (t _l)!lI(l-l)d;l/(t-l) 
t 1 ( ( 1») ()( )-(t-l»)-1/(t-l) ;;E!: (1- 0(1» t (t - l)!lI(l-l) Ct.t t ~ s ... : ~ 
= (1- o(l»rtl(l-l)( (t ~ l)S) ... C)) -1/(t-l) (~). (13) 
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Relations (12) and (13) imply that 1E(I<gk)[V]I) is exponentially smaller than 1E(I<gt)[V]I) 
for k < t. Indeed, let us set a'i = 11/(1- 1)/-1 for I ~ 2, so that en = (1 + 0(1))(2Jr(I-
l//)s)-1I2aj and the a'i are strictly increasing. We then simply note that 
. (1E(I<gk)[VlI))1IS (a't-1'" a'k)-k/(t-1)(a'k_1 ... a'2)1-k/(t-1) 
hmssup 1E(I<gt)[VlI) ~ (a't-1' .. a'2)-1I(t-1) 
( 
",t-k ",t-k)1I(t-1) 
_ "'k-1'" "'2 
- _k-1 k-1 Lt't-1 ... a'k 
<1. 
This, together with (11), tells us that 
IE(IWI) ~ IE(IVI) - (1 + o(I))IE(I<gt)[V]I) 
= (PN - ptdt(~)) - 0(1E(1 <gt)[VlI)) 
~ (1-I/t)(t _1)!1I(t-1)d;1/(t-1) - o(IE(I<gt)[V]I)), 
which is, by (7) and (12), at least as large as 
(1 - 0(1))(1- l/t)t-1I(t-1)( (t ~ I)S) ... (:)) -1/(t-1) (~), 
completing the proof, as m~q(s) ~ maxlWI ~ IE(IWI). 0 
It only remains to put our lemmas together to prove our main result; namely, the 
lower bound for nt(r). We single out two corollaries that make it clear that our bound 
in the main theorem improves the previous bound in (1). 
THEOREM 7. Let t ~ 2 and e > 0 be given. Then for s ~ so(t, e) we have 
(( (t I)S) (S))-1/(t-1)(ts) nt«t - l)s + t) ~ (1- e)(I- l/t)r ll(t-1) ~ . .. s s . 
PROOF. Fix t ~ 2 and e > O. Lemmas 1 and 2 and Theorem 6 imply that 
nt«t - l)s + t) ~ m,«t -1)s) 
~ m~q(s) 
~ (1- e)(I- l/t)t-lI(t-l)( (t ~ I)S) ... (:)) -1I(t-1) (~), 
if s ~ So, where So = so(t, e) is given by Theorem 6. 0 
COROLLARY 8. For all t ~ 2, we have lim infr nt(r)lIr ~ (t/(t - l)y/(t-1). 
Since (t/(t - l)y/(t-1) > ell(t-1), the lower bound in Theorem 7 improves the one in 
(2). Also, let us remark that our bound for nt(r) = n(r, t, 1) immediately gives us a 
lower bound for n(r, t, I), for arbitrary I, which is better than the one in (1). Indeed, 
since 
n(r, t, I) ~ 1-1 + nt(r -I + 1) 
for all r ~ I ~ 1 and t ~ 2, we conclude the following. 
COROLLARY 9. Let t ~ 2 be given. If r > I = I(r) are such that r -I ...... 00 as r ...... 00, then 
lim inf n(r, t, 1)1/(r-/) ~ (t/(t - 1)y/(t-1). 
r 
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In the next section, we make some remarks concerning what we expect the real 
exponential growth of n,(r) to be. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We now state a related result which suggests that the upper bound in (2) might not 
be sharp. Let us call a collection of t-tuples of r-sets {(Ail> ... , Au): h= 1, ... , m} a 
weak intersecting (r, t)-system if (4) holds whenever I{il> . .. ,i,}1 ~2. Furthermore, we 
denote by m'7(r) the supremum of the cardinalities of weak intersecting (r, t)-systems. 
We observe that the following bounds for m'7(r) hold. 
THEOREM 10. Let t ~ 2 be given. (i) For all e > 0, if s ~ so(t, e) then 
1 (tS) 
m'7(s(t -1» ~ (1- e) 2' _ 2 s . 
(ii) For all r ~ 1, 
The lower bound in Theorem 10 follows from Lemma 4 and Tunin's theorem [10]; a 
slight modification of Alon and Fiiredi's argument for the upper bound in (1) gives (ii). 
We omit the details. The above bounds on m'7(r) are reasonably strong; for instance, 
their quotient is a constant which depends only t if t - 1 divides r. Moreover, they 
imply that 
t lim mW(r)lIr = --. t1/(,-1). 
r' t-l (14) 
The exponential growth of m'7(r) indicated by (14) seems to us to be an indication 
that the upper bound in (2) might not be sharp. More specifically, as Alon and Fiiredi 
we believe that limr n,(r)lIr exists and, furthermore, we are inclined to believe that the 
following holds. 
CONJECfURE 11. There is an absolute constant C > 0 such that for all t ~ 2 we have 
lim, n,(r)(,-1)/, < C. 
Let us give a weaker form of the above conjecture. Given an r-graph fli, let us call a 
subset @'oc fli of its edges a i-factor of fli if the members of flio are pairwise disjoint 
and U flio = U fli. 
CONJECfURE 12. For all r ~ 2, there is an mo = mo(r) such that any finite r-graph 
which is the disjoint union of m of its I-factors has strictly more than m I-factors, 
provided that m ~ mo. 
We omit the proof that Conjecture 11, if true, would imply Conjecture 12. We 
remark that a theorem of Thomason's [9] implies that mo(2) can be taken to be 4; in 
fact, this theorem gives much more refined information about the case of ordinary 
graphs. Finally, one sees that if mo(r + 1) exists then so does mo(r) and, hence, the 
weakest unsettled case is where r = 3. 
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